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Vortex-Lattice Phase Transitions inBi2Sr2CaCu2O8 Crystals
with Different Oxygen Stoichiometry
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The vortex-lattice phase transitions in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 crystals with various oxygen stoichiometry are
studied using local magnetization measurements. Three new findings are reported: The first-order p
transition line at elevated temperatures shifts upward for more isotropic overdoped samples. At low
temperatures another sharp transition is observed that results in enhanced bulk pinning in the sec
magnetization peak region. The two lines merge at a multicritical point at intermediate temperatu
forming apparently a continuous phase transition line that is anisotropy dependent.

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ec, 74.60.Ge, 74.60.Jg, 74.72.Hs
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The mixed state of high-temperature superconduc
(HTSC) has a very complicated phase diagram. The na
of the different vortex phases and the thermodynamic tr
sitions between them are of fundamental interest, and
the subject of substantial recent theoretical and experim
tal efforts [1–10]. It is generally accepted that the hi
anisotropy plays a crucial role in the richness of the ph
diagram of HTSC. Nevertheless, a systematic study of
anisotropy effects is quite complicated and was limited
far by the lack of a well defined phase boundary that co
be monitored as a function of the anisotropy. A recent
vance in local measurements has revealed a sharp st
magnetization due to a first-order vortex-lattice phase tr
sition in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 (BSCCO) crystals [10]. Such
a clearly defined fundamental transition is thus a natu
candidate for an investigation of the anisotropy effects
HTSC, and this paper presents a first study in this direct
Another intriguing feature of the phase diagram of ma
HTSC crystals, and BSCCO in particular, is the anomal
second magnetization peak at lower temperatures. The
sociated increase of magnetization with magnetic field
been attributed to surface barrier effects [11], crosso
from surface barrier to bulk pinning [12], sample inhom
geneities [13], dynamic effects [14], and 3D to 2D tra
sitions [15–17]. Our local measurements indicate tha
very abrupt upturn in the bulk critical current occurs at t
onset of the second peak in BSCCO. We postulate
this behavior is triggered by an underlying thermodynam
phase transition of the flux-line lattice. Furthermore,
the different anisotropy crystals the two phase transit
lines are found to form, apparently, one continuous tran
tion line that changes from first to possibly second orde
a critical point. The existence of such a phase transit
at low temperatures at flux densities on the order ofHc1
is unprecedented and calls for new theoretical and exp
mental studies.

The BSCCO crystals were grown by the traveling s
vent floating zone technique [18,19]. The experime
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were carried out on several as-grown crystals [18,19] w
typical dimensions of700 3 300 3 10 mm3 and on two
crystals [19] which were heat treated in order to chan
the oxygen stoichiometry [20]. The as-grown crysta
from both sources show practically identical phase
agrams. The overdoped crystal (annealed at500 ±C in
air) with Tc . 83.5 K was cut to620 3 180 3 40 mm3

and the optimally doped crystal (annealed at800 ±C)
with Tc . 89 K to 600 3 300 3 15 mm3. As shown in
[20], annealing in air between500 and800 ±C reversibly
changes the oxygen stoichiometry. With increasing o
gen content both thec axis andTc decrease linearly with
the oxygen concentration. In addition, the in-plane pe
tration depthls0d decreases, from 240 to 260 nm for th
optimally doped to 180 nm for the overdoped sample [2
This change ofls0d with oxygen content is also seen i
ceramic BSCCO samples [22] and reflects the increas
hole concentration with overdoping. It was further show
[23] that the ratio between thec-axis andab-plane re-
sistivities at 100 K also depends strongly on the oxyg
contents. Both studies report a reduction ofrcyrab by a
factor of about 3 when going from optimally to strong
overdoped. These results strongly suggest that the s
anisotropy ratio´ in the superconducting state also d
pends on the oxygen stoichiometry with overdoped sa
ples being more isotropic. In addition, oxygen conte
influences the value of the critical current at low tem
peratures and high fields [21]. However, in the high
temperature and low field region that is of interest he
no observable change in pinning was obtained. The
grown crystals from both sources have doping levels cl
to optimalsTc . 90 Kd, but the exact oxygen stoichiome
try is not known due to the vertical growth process whi
is very slow, about0.2 mmyh. The already crystalline
part is thus annealed at temperatures ranging between
melting temperatures860 ±Cd and the water-cooled clamp
and is dictated by the vertical temperature gradient in
air atmosphere and the thermal conductivity of the bou
© 1996 The American Physical Society 2555
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The local magnetization measurements were performe
applied fieldHajjzjjc axis using arrays of10 3 10 mm2

GaAs/AlGaAs Hall sensors [24,25].
Figure 1 illustrates typical local magnetization loops

measured by the sensors. The first-order transition
is clearly seen as a small positive sharp step inBz 2 Ha

at elevated temperatures as demonstrated for the as-g
crystal at 64 K [Fig. 1(a)] and for the overdoped cry
tal at 70 K [Fig. 1(b)]. Figure 2 shows the mapping
the first-order transition as a function of temperature
three crystals of different oxygen stoichiometry, i.e., d
ferent anisotropy. We find that the transition line shi
significantly with anisotropy and moves to higher fiel
for more isotropic crystals. In addition, in all the cry
tals the first-order transition terminates abruptly at a s
ple dependent critical point (indicated by arrows) in t
range of40 to 50 K [10]. Two scenarios have been pr
posed for the first-order phase transition, the melting
the vortex lattice [5] and the decoupling of the vorte
line liquid into uncorrelated vortex pancakes [4]. In bo
cases, the predicted transition line is very sensitive
anisotropy´ [1], and scales aś 2. Therefore, the ob
served anisotropy effect (Fig. 2) is consistent with b
theories and does not resolve this ambiguity. The tem
ature dependence, however, should be different. Acc
ing to the melting theory [5], an approximate power-la
behavior BmsT d  B0s1 2 TyTcda is expected, where
a # 2. The best fit for the optimally doped crystal resu
in a high value ofa . 2.28 and unrealisticTc . 104 K.
As-grown crystals givea . 1.57, Tc . 94.6 K, and the
overdoped one results ina . 1.51 andTc . 88 K. The
melting fits produce too high values ofTc for all the sam-
ples and a sample dependenta. Therefore we canno
derive a consistent estimate of´ from these fits. The
decoupling scenario, on the other hand, results in m
more consistent fits as shown by the solid lines in Fig
The theory [4] predictsBDsT d  B0sTc 2 TdyT , where

FIG. 1. Local magnetization loopsBz 2 Ha measured in the
central part of BSCCO crystals as a function oflocal magnetic
induction. At elevated temperatures a first-order transition
manifested by equilibrium magnetization step atBm presented
for the as-grown crystal atT  64 K (a) and overdoped crysta
at T  70 K (b). At low temperatures a sharp, possib
second-order, transition is observed at the onset of the se
magnetization peakBsp as shown for the optimally dope
crystal atT  25 K (c).
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B0 ø aD´2f
3
0yf4pls0dg2Tcd. HereaD . 0.1 is a uni-

versal parameter, andd . 15 Å is the interlayer spacing
that varies by less than0.1 Å with changing the annealing
temperature [17,20]. Note that this equation depends
the combination of́ andls0d. Since we knowls0d from
[21], we are able to estimate the change in anisotro
due to variation in oxygen stoichiometry. The obtaine
values aré 21 . 100 for the overdoped sample (lowe
anisotropy),́ 21 . 120 for the as-grown, and́21 . 130
for the optimally doped (higher anisotropy). We conclud
that the optimally doped sample has indeed the larg
anisotropy. Currently, there is unfortunately no reliab
method for a direct quantitative measurement of such h
´21. It is interesting to note that a recent analysis
the melting behavior in layered superconductors at l
fields [6] predicts a power-law dependence ofBmsT d with
a  1.5 andB0 that scales with́ yl3 rather thań 2yl2.
Also in this case, using the above estimates ofl, our data
in Fig. 2 imply a similar relative variation of́ for the
studied crystals. A simultaneous and independent de
mination of both´ and ls0d is therefore of major im-
portance for determination of the origin of the observ
first-order phase transition. Note also that neither melt
nor decoupling theories account for the flattening of t
transition line near the critical point and the critical poin
itself (see Fig. 2).

We now discuss the behavior at temperatures be
the critical point. As demonstrated in Fig. 1(c), a larg
second magnetization peak is observed at fields ab
BspsT d. The magnetization changes abruptly atBsp in
opposite directions on increasing and decreasing fie
in contrast to the behavior atBm. Analysis of the field
profiles across the sample shows a transition from smo
dome-shaped profiles due to surface and geometr
barriers at low fields to Bean profiles due to the ons

FIG. 2. The first-order phase transitionBmsT d for three
BSCCO crystals of different anisotropy. The solid lines a
fits to the decoupling transitionBmsT d  B0sTc 2 T dyT with
Tc . 84.8 K, B0 . 946 G for the overdoped samplesnd, Tc .
91.0 K and B0 . 397 G for as-grownssd, and Tc . 89.5 K,
B0 . 275 G for the optimally doped crystalshd. The arrows
indicate the position of the critical point.
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of significant critical currents at fields aboveBsp [26].
Several models have been proposed to explain the o
of this enhancement of critical current based on pinn
by oxygen-deficient regions [13], dynamic effects d
to different relaxation rates in single-vortex and sma
bundle pinning regimes [14], and the existence o
dimensional crossover fieldB2D [15–17]. All these
models describe crossover processes in which the w
of the transition region is on the order of the characteri
field at the transition. It is important, therefore,
determine the width of the transition over which t
critical currentJc is built up. In global measurements th
observed onset of the second magnetization peak is b
[14,15] since the magnetization builds up gradually w
Ha and reaches a maximum only when a fully penetra
new critical state is obtained. In addition, the glob
measurement averages over regions of different va
of B, and therefore different values ofJcsBd, across the
sample. The use of Hall sensors, on the other hand,
this limitation. In the Bean model [27] the field gradie
dBzydx is a direct measure ofJc. In a platelet geometry
the situation is more complicated [28], but, neverthele
dBzydx remains proportional toJc and hence can be use
for a direct evaluation of the behavior ofJc. Figure 3(a)
shows the experimentaldBzydx in the second peak regio
on decreasingHa, obtained by differentiating the fiel
measured by adjacent sensors.dBzydx is seen to drop
very sharply asHa is decreased. This drop occurs
different values ofHa at various locations inside th
crystal, starting from the edges and moving towa
the center due to the nonuniform field profileBzsxd.
Figure 3(b) shows the same data plotted as a func
of local Bz at each location. The striking observation
overlapping curves demonstrates that the sharp dro
local Jc occurs whenever the local field reachesBspsT d
regardless of the position. The width of the transiti
is about5 G . 1.5% of Bsp. These measurements we
specifically made by smaller sensors, of3 3 3 mm2 size,

FIG. 3. Field gradientsdBzydx as measured by three pai
of adjacent sensors6 mm apart in the vicinity of the secon
magnetization peak on decreasingHa in as-grown crystals. The
transition at various locations occurs at different values ofHa
(a), but at the same thermodynamic value of the local fi
Bz (b).
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in order to demonstrate that the transition islocally very
sharp. When measured by10 3 10 mm2 sensors, the
observed width of the transition is about20 G, indicating
that the apparent width is limited by the sensor si
Therefore, the real width of the transition must be ev
narrower than in Fig. 3(b). We do not resolve a st
in the local magnetization associated with a first-ord
transition. We therefore suggest that the sharp cha
in pinning at the onset of the second magnetization p
is driven by an underlying thermodynamic second-ord
phase transition with a width which is at least 2 orde
of magnitude narrower than the characteristic fieldBsp.
We cannot exclude, though, that this is a weakly fir
order transition with a magnetization step that is belo
our experimental resolution or obscured by the onset
bulk pinning. To the best of our knowledge, there
currently no theoretical explanation for the existence
a sharp vortex-lattice phase transition at low temperatu
at such low fields on the order ofHc1 [1].

Figure 4 shows the second peak lineBspsTd for three
crystals along withBmsTd. The position ofBsp is strongly
anisotropy dependent [17] and shifts upwards for mo
isotropic samples. We find that this shift to higher fiel
is to the same extent as the shift ofBmsT d. Moreover,
the first-order transition terminates at a temperature be
which the second magnetization peak develops for eac
the samples.BspsT d andBmsTd merge at two sides of the
same, sample dependent, critical point on theB-T phase
diagram for the various anisotropies. This finding is
strong indication that the two lines represent, in fact, o
continuous vortex-lattice transition that changes from fi
order to probably second order (or a weakly first ord
at a tricritical point as the temperature is decreased. T
interpretation is consistent with the fact that a first-ord
vortex-lattice phase transition is not expected to termin

FIG. 4. First-order transition linesBm (empty symbols) to-
gether with the second-order transitionBspsT d (filled symbols)
for an overdoped sample withTc . 83.5 K snd, as-grown sam-
ple Tc . 90 K ssd, and optimally doped BSCCO crystal with
Tc . 89 K shd. BspsT d was defined as the point of the stee
est drop of the local magnetization peak on decreasing field
indicated by the arrow in Fig. 1(c). The arrows indicate t
position of the critical point.
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at a simple critical point and should be followed by
second-order phase transition due to involved symm
breaking. The amplitude of the second magnetiza
peak decreases as the temperature is increased, an
peak becomes blurred and not very well defined clos
the critical point, probably due to rapid relaxation of
bulk current at higher temperatures. This is the rea
for the apparent gap in the data in a narrow tempera
interval around the critical point (Fig. 4).

Above BmsTd, the vortex lattice undergoes a transf
mation into some liquid phase withreducedvortex pin-
ning. AboveBspsT d, in contrast, a new phase withen-
hancedpinning is obtained. Two different phases at l
and high temperatures must, therefore, exist above th
tire phase transition line. One may thus anticipate
existence of another vertical phase transition or cross
line that separates the two high-field phases. The p
ence of such a vertical depinning line was recently
ported [25]. This line shows no sharp features, bu
seems to terminate at the same critical point as discu
above, which implies the existence of a multicritical po
A similar phase diagram was recently conjectured
YBa2Cu3O72d (YBCO) crystals [8]. The presence of
multicritical point in YBCO at fields higher by more tha
2 orders of magnitude is consistent with more than 1
der of magnitude lower anisotropy of YBCO as compa
to BSCCO. The exact nature of the various vortex ph
and the phase transitions in BSCCO is still unresolv
Taking into account that the neutron diffraction data
suggests an ordered Abrikosov lattice in the entire l
field phase, one possible scenario would be thatBmsTd is
a simultaneous melting and decoupling transition int
pancake liquid, whereasBspsT d is a transition into a de
coupled pancake solid. The high-field vertical transit
would correspond to melting of the pancake solid. S
a phase diagram was recently proposed on the bas
Monte Carlo simulations [29], although it was conclud
that in the absence of disorder theBspsT d line is a smooth
crossover rather than a sharp transition as reported
Also, interestinglyBsp was predicted to show an uptu
at low temperatures, whereas Fig. 4 indicates thatBspsT d
has a tendency to decrease with decreasingT .

In conclusion, we find that a weakly pinned vortex l
tice undergoes a sharp, probably second-order, phase
sition into a strongly pinned state as the field is increa
at low temperatures. At elevated temperatures, a
order transition into an unpinned state is observed.
two lines seem to form one continuous phase transitio
the vortex matter with a multicritical point at intermedia
temperatures. This entire phase transition is significa
shifted to higher fields as the anisotropy of BSCCO c
tals is reduced.
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